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Company Overview

Statathlon provide coaches with Strategic, Tactical and Technical

Performance Analysis pre- and post-game.

We also assist young athletes accelerate their sport-specific

growth through the use of Statistical Analysis.

Our services are based on a Decision Management Tool which

integrates and analyses In-Game data, Mental data and Bio-

Athletic data, creating valuable insights for athletes, coaches,

teams, and clubs.

________________________________________________

International Award:

Top-15 Rising Sports Analytics Startups in Europe (KPMG, 

4/2018)

Research work presented at:

• National Statistical Conference (Lamia, GR - 5/2018)

• World Series Sports Analytics Conference (Amsterdam, NL -

5/2018)



Statathlon Services
Statathlon’s Data Science team can provide actionable answers
and solutions to the requests of every team which strives to
success.

Those services include, but are not limited to:

• Analysis of the full potential of the client’s current squad

• Thorough analysis of a specific player’s strengths and
weaknesses

• In-Game Performance in various conditions (e.g. home /
away games, during different time periods, etc.)

• Parameterization of indexes (using various filters, such as
game conditions or different tactical approach)

• Correlation between indexes and different sources

• Analysis of the opponent's performance, and creation of
tactical and athletic Scouting reports

• Provision of Player Transfer consulting services
Explore the Full Project here:

statathlon.com/green-grove-project-season-2017-18

https://statathlon.com/green-grove-project-season-2017-18/


Introduction
Project 04 focuses on individual and team performance of Bayer
04 Leverkusen utilizing a variety of Data Science techniques.
Insights of this project can be used by all the relevant
stakeholders of a club (such as coaching and medical staff,
players, owners and management) in order to track a team’s
performance over different categories.

The case study for this project is the German Football Club,
Bayer Leverkusen. The selection was based on the following
criteria:

• A highly reputed and ambitious professional European club
with multiple distinctions in the recent past.

• A club that participates in a major European Championship
(German Bundesliga), with an adequate number of matches
to allow for fair conclusions.

In addition, a few non-playing criteria were set, such as team’s
strong academy structure, the solid business profile and the
club’s strive for innovation.

The data has been extracted from the German Bundesliga
Season of 2017-2018, where all 18 teams faced each other twice
in 17 home, and 17 away, games.
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Indexes Interpretation

For the purposes of this project, more than 14 performance

indexes have been used. They have split into 2 main categories,

according to their content (Individual & Team).

Advanced indexes are indexes Statathlon Exclusive (only the

Data Science team of Statathlon calculates), and therefore their

calculation is made through the official available data.

In the previous pages all advanced indexes are explained. Their

interpretation includes specific comments on what could be

considered as a good performance in each of them, as well as a

few conclusions and recommendations that can be extracted

out of them.
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Aims and Objectives

• To better understand the impact that various statistical
indexes have, and find the correlations amongst them.

• To assess each player’s performance in order to find their
strengths and weaknesses, as well track as their progress
through the season.

• To provide useful recommendations to coaching staff
regarding the team’s actual strengths and weaknesses.
Analysis outcomes can be used to determine fields where
the team should pay closer attention during training or pre-
game preparation.

• To help coaching staff identify the characteristics, roles, and
skills, that are missing from the current squad, and look for
relevant players in the transfer market.

• To find out how certain players perform in games against
teams with different characteristics, in order to accordingly
adjust defensive and offensive tactics for future games.

• To predict the In-Game Performance score for each of the
team’s players using the analysis of their current In-Game
performance in Bundesliga matches.
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Team Performance 
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Belligerence Index | Marking Style

The team manager should examine this Index and check the team‘s in-
game aggression.

A high value defines the ability of the team to press efficiently the
opponent when not in possession, sometimes however, with the
expense of a booking.

The team managed to withstand a small number of shots when
Belligerence Index took large values, concluding that antagonistic and
intrusive marking fitted better to the mentality of the team.
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Aerial Factor | Aerial Success vs Defensive Efficiency

The team manager should examine this ratio and check the efficiency
of the players based on the physical characteristic of the opponent.

Bayer ’s team average on the aerial duels is 0.46, which is considered
below average. Moreover, the team’s overall ability in the air is
characterized as insufficient (more than 50% loss in aerial duels) and
raises a potential threat of conceding, especially from set pieces.

Specific training sessions focused on positioning, heading and body
strengthening are highly recommended.
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Twitch Factor | Fast Pace Tempo vs Attacking Efficiency

Twitch factor is an indication of tempo dictate during a particular
match. It is an indication of whether the team should develop a slow
build-up play with numerous passes, or try to hit the opposition on
the counter with direct attacks.

When Bayer Leverkusen tried to develop its play in a fast pace rhythm
a decrease in its performance was observed.

Indicatively, Bayer failed to score a goal both against Cologne at home
as well as against Hamburg at Volksparkstadion, having the highest
Twitch values of the season.

Therefore, Bayer is suggested to adapt to a slower tempo and build
the attacks from behind, step-by-step.
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Individual Performance 
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Passing Adaptability | Player’s Ability to Change the Pace Fast

Ability of a particular player in understanding the game and
consequently making the right decisions for himself and his
teammates. It examines how well each player adapts to the needs of
the game and reads the opposition defense.

J. Brandt against Bayern Munich in Allianz Arena (Match-day 01) is an
indicative example. The German winger came from the bench in the
second half and instantly made an impact for his team’s game having
72% Pass Accuracy and 3 keys passes.

J. Brandt is the top performer among his teammates in this category
meaning he integrates well into the team’s system when entering the
pitch, contributing immediately offensively
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Attacking Efficiency | Player’s Proficiency in Front of Goal

The current index investigates how efficient a player is on the final
third of the pitch.

Athletes with high numbers in this index are reliable on taking
advantage of their opportunities in front of the goal and are essential
for their composure and finishing.

They also judged from their dribbling abilities and scoring chances
creation.

L. Alario is one of the leading players in this category with a season
average of 0.14.

L. Bailey’s attacking efficiency is high mainly due to his dribbling skills
(2.34 successful dribbles per game).

K. Volland is not one of the best performers on this category, however
he managed to attain the maximum index value throughout the
season against Freiburg.
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Rush into Movement Index | Player’s Composure

The current index investigates how well a player behaves and passes
the ball under pressure. For instance, double-team to a player often
results in rush clearance of the ball, especially when specific
composure level and technical attributes are relatively low.

This index is salient for midfielders as it is a primary indication of their
abilities to thrive under pressure and feed accurately their teammates.

D. Kohr had an average index of 11.6 while C. Aranguiz performed
slightly better with a score around 7. This means that Aranguiz can
play the ball safe enough and reacts well when chased down from the
opposition players.
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Incursion Index | Player’s Ability to Enroll in Scoring Opportunities

The current index evaluates the player ’s ability to aid the team’s
offense. Abilities to score, dribble and the number of key passes are
characterized by high incursion values.

L. Bender and Wendell are two defensive players that occasionally
contribute in the attacking phase of the game as well. They contribute
almost the same as it is illustrated.

Their attacking abilities, and especially these of Wendell, are so
considerable that they do not differ that much from forward players,
such as K. Volland (1.61 vs 1.92 respectively).
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Bulwark Index | Player’s Ability to Defend in Multiple Scenarios

Bulwark index investigates how efficiently a player can defend and
remove potential threat. Players with high defensive skills are
characterized by large bulwark index values.

Bayer ’s two best central defenders, S. Bender and J. Tah, have a season
average bulwark index of 3.3 and 2.9, respectively.

It is illustrated that in general S. Bender performed slightly better than
his teammate during these 34 fixtures. On the other hand, Tah
appeared to be less stable in his performances, as there was a fair
number of games where he scored less than 0.8 in the current index.
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Playmaking Balance Index | Player’s Built-up Contribution

Playmaking balance is an index which investigates whether a player
has sufficient contribution in the build-up play of his team.

Groups based on several categories (position, age, nationality,
academies, etc.) might be also investigated in this work providing the
manager with the ability of monitoring and analyzing each and every
potential combination that could be formed.

Bayer ’s German players contribute almost 60% on this category and
are more likely to control the tempo while moving the ball successfully
into the opponent’s box.

J. Brandt and K. Havertz, both German, are highly ranked in this index.
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Conclusion
This report was exclusively focused to In-Game Season

performance analysis of Bayer Leverkusen.

Here are some indicative insights regarding the 2017/18 season

in German Bundesliga:

• Team’s Defending Performance had a significantly more up-
and-downs compared to the attacking one.

• Shots on target were 34% less than the total shots, an
average way below compared to the direct competitors
(~28%).

• Half Time Performance was a little worse than the Second
half; only the 38% of Season goals were scored during the
first 45’.

• L. Alario was ranked as the most important attacker, while L.
Bender was the most important Midfielder and S. Bender the
most important defender during the 2017/18 Season.
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Name Position Nationality Age Joined

B. Leno GK GER 26 2012

R. Ozcan GK AUS 34 2016

N. Lomb GK GER 24 2012

J. Tah CB GER/IRL 22 2015

P. Retsos CB GRE 19 2017

S. Bender CB GER 29 2017

T. Jedvaj CB CRO 22 2015

Wendell LB BRA 24 2014

B. Henrichs RB GER/GHA 21 2015

L. Bender DM GER 29 2009

J. Baumgartlinger DM AUS 30 2016

M. Frey DM GER 22 2015

C. Aranguiz CM CHI 29 2015

D. Kohr CM GER 24 2017

Name Position Nationality Age Joined

V. Yurchenko CM UKR 24 2014

K. Havertz AM GER 19 2016

J. Brandt LW GER 22 2014

L. Bailey LW JAM 20 2017

K.Bellarabi RW GER/MAR 28 2011

L. Alario CF ARG/ITA 25 2017

K. Volland CF GER 25 2016

J. Pohjanpalo CF FIN 23 2014

S. Kiesling CF GER 34 2006

A. Dragovic CB AUS 27 2016

* K. Kampl CM SLO 27 -

* A. Mehmedi LW SWI 27 -

* A. Ramalho CB BRA 26 -

Squad of Bayer Leverkusen
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2017-18 Bundesliga | Bayer Leverkusen Fixtures

Match-Day Date Opponent Home/Away

1 18/8/2017 Bayern Munich Away

2 26/8/2017 Hoffenheim Home

3 9/9/2017 Mainz Away

4 17/9/2017 Freiburg Home

5 20/9/2017 Hertha Away

6 24/9/2017 Hamburg Home

7 29/9/2017 Schalke 04 Away

8 15/10/2017 Wolfsburg Home

9 21/10/2017 M'gladbach Away

10 28/10/2017 FC Koln Home

11 4/11/2017 Augsburg Away

12 18/11/2017 RB Leipzig Home

13 25/11/2017 Ein Frankfurt Away

14 2/12/2017 Dortmund Home

15 8/12/2017 Stuttgart Away

16 13/12/2017 Werder Bremen Home

17 17/12/2017 Hannover Away

Match-Day Date Opponent Home/Away

18 12/1/2018 Bayern Munich Home

19 20/1/2018 Hoffenheim Away

20 28/1/2018 Mainz Home

21 3/2/2018 Freiburg Away

22 10/2/2018 Hertha Home

23 17/2/2018 Hamburg Away

24 25/2/2018 Schalke 04 Home

25 3/3/2018 Wolfsburg Away

26 10/3/2018 Gladbach Home

27 18/3/2018 Cologne Away

28 31/3/2018 Augsburg Home

29 9/4/2018 Leipzig Away

30 14/4/2018 Frankfurt Home

31 21/4/2018 Dortmund Away

32 28/4/2018 Stuttgart Home

33 5/5/2018 Werder Bremen Away

34 12/5/2018 Hannover Home
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